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Abstract
Flexible and efficient development approaches are becoming important for developing high-integrity systems. Formal methods, such as Event-B, may be used as
part of the engineering process. Event-B is used for the specification, and development, of high-integrity systems, and is underpinned by mathematical rigour. In
the ADVICeS project we are working to improve reuse, with the aim of increasing
agility. The existing top-down approach would benefit from bottom-up reusability/scalability solutions. Previous work on Event-B components, was based on the
shared-event composition approach. We extended this to introduce reusable components, interfaces, and a reuse mechanism. However, the communication between
components is modelled at a relatively high level of abstraction. A more concrete
specification would include interfaces with ‘callable’ interface events, modelling
operations, and have additional syntax to allow modelling of their invocation. In
this paper we describe how such interface events, and the call syntax, may be
introduced to our approach.

1 Introduction
As part of the ADVICeS project [22] we are working to improve reuse in EventB [1], with the aim of increasing agility. In recent work we introduced new ideas for
Event-B components, and interfaces [8]. This is facilitated by the extension of the
existing iUML-B class-diagram tool [21], and by extending the composition work
of [17, 18, 19]. This specification is undertaken at a relatively high level of abstraction, using the notion of event synchronisation, inspired by the CSP semantics of
synchronisation [11]. It relies on a new diagrammatic representation to include
machines, and components, in a development; and also to instantiate the components, and describe the (communication) relationships between them. However, a
more concrete description of the interaction could use ‘callable’ interface events,
which are similar in principle to the callable operations of [12]. The specification
of these operations are at a suitable level of abstraction to easily relate them to
the normal programming concept of operations, and calls.
In this paper we introduce interface events which model programming operations, and interface event calls, which model programming operation calls. We
also describe how certain interface event calls can be nested, in the terms of expressions. In Sect. 2 we provide a brief introduction to Event-B, and in Sect. 3 an
overview of the recent Event-B components work. In Sect. 4 we introduce, using
a simple example, the notion of procedure-style interface events. In Sect. 5 we
expand on this to describe nested event calls, using function-style interface events,
that can be used as terms in expressions. In Sect. 6 we compare our approach with
the existing modularisation approach, and in Sect. 7 we conclude.

2 Event-B
Event-B is a language and methodology [1] with a supporting tool, Rodin [2].
The approach has received interest from industry, for the development of railway,
automotive, and other safety-critical systems [15]. Using Event-B, the system and
its properties are specified using set-theory and predicate logic; it uses proof and
refinement [14] to show that the invariants hold as the development proceeds.
Refinement is used to incrementally add detail to the specification. The tool
support is designed to reduce the amount of interactive proof required during
specification, and refinement steps [10]. Proof obligations (P.O.s) in the form of
sequents, are automatically generated by the Rodin tool. The automatic prover can
discharge many of the P.O.s, and the remainder can be tackled using the interactive
prover. The basic Event-B building blocks are contexts, machines and, composedmachines. Contexts define the static parts of the system using sets, constants and
axioms, which we denote by: s, c, and a. Machines describe the dynamic parts of
a system using variables v and events e, and use invariant predicates I to describe
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properties that should hold. We specify an event in the following way,
e , ANY p WHERE G(p, s, c, v) THEN A(p, s, c, v) END
where e has parameters p; a guarding predicate G; and actions A. For the state
updates (described in the action) to take place, the guard must be true. Guards
and actions can refer to the parameters, sets, constants and variables of the machine, and seen contexts. For events to occur, we say that the environment nondeterministically chooses an event, from the set of enabled events. As development
proceeds, the models can become very detailed. Therefore, complex systems can be
broken down into more tractable sub-units, using shared-event [18, 19], or sharedvariable [3] decomposition. We make use of shared-event composition style [17],
where variables are distributed between (and encapsulated by) machines. With
this style, communication between components is modelled by event synchronisation inspired by CSP [11]. Synchronizing events are combined in the combined
events clause of a composed machine.
iUML-B [21] is a graphical modelling approach, influenced by UML [13], for
specifying state-machines, and class diagrams [16, 20]. Diagrams are embedded
in a parent machine, and contribute to its content, using automatic translation
from the diagrammatic representations, to Event-B. State-machine diagrams are
used to impose an ordering on the occurrence of a machine’s events; they can be
animated to improve understanding of a model’s behaviour. Class diagrams are
used to define data entities, and their relationships.

3 An Overview of Event-B Components
In previous work [8], we described how Event-B components ‘reveal’ events and
parameters (using annotations) which allows them to synchronize with other machines, and components. We propose a composed machine diagram, see Fig. 1,
based on [19]. Here the composed machine is identified as CM , and is used to
describe the relationships between the machine(s) under development M , and the
included component machines L (which are assumed to be developed to an extent that they are suitable for reuse). An annotated class-diagram, such as the
FIFO component example at the lower left of Fig. 1, can be viewed as an interface specification, that identifies the public part of an interface machine. Here,
the annotation i marks which events of a component are allowed to synchronise,
while other events should not. In this approach, synchronisation with communicating parameters is sufficient to describe the communication between modules,
and this is an abstraction of what happens in an operation call. This is exactly
the technique used in [7]. On the right-hand side of the figure, we see synch1, a
combined event. It is an example of a synchronisation between two machines, this
aspect of the diagram summarises the communication occurring across component
boundaries, disregarding component instances.
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Figure 2: A Component Instance Diagram [8]
In order to describe component instances, and communication across their
boundaries more clearly, we introduce a new component instance diagram. A user
will connect components to their callers, by linking component instances with connectors, as can be seen in Fig. 2, which is an example from our previous work [8].
Solid, arrowed, lines represent instance containment. Dashed lines represent communication across interfaces. Each dashed line can be associated with two, or
more, synchronizing events. Using this information, stubs (a programming term
for place-holders) for modelling communication can be generated in the caller, if
required. We can add input (output) parameters that match output (input) parameters, in the component, and type them to match. Of course, we can strengthen
the guard of any output parameter, since the pre-condition-style PO’s will still
hold. This approach will also work for communication between two pre-existing
components.
In the modularisation approach [12] module interfaces are specified using an
entirely different concept. Firstly, an interface module is defined using a pre- and
post-condition syntax. Then a machine that ‘implements’ the interface is defined,
which must refine the interface. The approach allows an interface operation to be
called, and updates to take place. Refinement rules require the generation of proof
obligations to show that an interface is correctly implemented. In our approach,
since an interface machine is just a machine (with associated interface annotations) any valid refinement of the machine is a valid refinement of the interface.
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However, we do produce additional proof obligations, to show that the event’s
communicating parameters are within certain constraints; any output parameter
state-space should be compatible with the corresponding input parameter state
space. A more complete comparison of the two approaches is provided in Sect. 6.

4 Procedure-style Interface Events
In order to clarify the use of interface event calls, in guards and actions, we refer
to the constraints imposed by Ada [4], on function calls and procedure calls. Ada
distinguishes between the two, based on the fact that functions can be used in
expressions since they must be side effect free, and return a single value which is
substituted for the call on its return. Side effects are updates that persist after the
call returns, but updates to a single return parameter are permissible. Procedures
allow side effects, and return multiple values, and therefore cannot be used in
expressions.
We choose to apply constraints on function- and procedure-style interface
events, in the same way that Ada does. We relate Ada function calls to functionstyle interface events, and Ada procedure calls to procedure-style interface events.
We consider these to be useful abstractions of safe implementations. In addition,
we consider that it will be useful to add an annotation to describe an interface
event as either a function-style interface event, or procedure-style interface event.
This will assist developers to determine its suitability for use in any given situation.
In the remainder of the section, we describe the new syntax for procedural-style
interface events, and their calls. In Sect. 5 we describe function-style interface
events.
We begin by showing the public part of an interface event. This simply describes the event name, and input and output parameters, in the style of a Java
interface [9]. It has no behavioural information associated with it. It takes the
following form (with syntactic sugared parameters),
Procedural Interface Event evt(ip?, op!) , WHEN G(ip, op) END

(1)

Here, evt is the event name, ip? is the set of input parameters, op! is the set of
output parameters, and G consists only of typing predicates. The annotations “?”
and “!”, for input and output sets, are not part of the name. They simply inform
us about the direction of data flow, into, and out of, events. Therefore, they do
not appear in guard and action clauses. The annotation might alternatively be
written using the Ada parameter mode style ‘p : in’ for input, and ‘p : out’ for
output.
Below we show a concrete example of Eq. 1, that we will use as a running
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example. The syntactic sugared version follows,
Procedural Interface Event i callee(f p1? ret!) ,
WHEN f p1 ∈ N ∧ ret ∈ N
END
This interface has two parameters, f p1? is an input parameter, and ret! an output
parameter, both typed as N. The underlying Event-B is below,
i callee ,
ANY f p1? ret!
WHERE f p1 ∈ N ∧ ret ∈ N
END
Having defined an interface, we can add a behavioural description, either in the
same machine, or in a refinement (depending on our adopted strategy). We specify
the return behaviour of the component by adding the guard, in a refinement. We
also show the increment of a machine variable count, in the action clause, as an
illustration of a side effect.
callee ,
REFINES i callee
ANY f p1? ret!
WHERE f p1 ∈ N ∧ ret ∈ N ∧ ret ∈ 10 .. (20 + f p1)
THEN count := count + 1
END
The event has a non-deterministic definition of its return value, the output parameter ret!, it should satisfy the guard ret ∈ 10 .. (20 + f p1). Notice that we also
retain the weaker typing guard (although it may appear to be redundant) since
we may wish to apply separate annotations for typing guards, to assist with later
processing, which would be the case if performing code generation [7].
A procedure-style interface event call can be used anywhere that an assignment
expression can appear (that is, :=). Thus, it can be composed in parallel, but not
otherwise nested in an expression. It takes the following form,
iEventN ame(v)

(2)

where iEventN ame is the name of an interface event, and v is the list of machine
variables that are passed as actual parameters. We show a concrete example,
below, where a refinement of the interface event i callee, named callee, will be
‘invoked’ in the caller event. Again we use syntactic sugar to hide the underlying
Event-B. We can add the call, as an action, in the caller event. An iUML-B class
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diagram would be a suitable place to do this, since we can generate the underlying
Event-B representation when the iUML-B translators run.
caller , BEGIN callee(var1, var2) END

(3)

The event call refers to actual parameters, var1 and var2; where var1 is a machine
variable representing a required input, and var2 is a machine variable that holds
(is assigned) the return value. Note that this representation of assignment to var2
is like the Ada style out parameter, which allows multiple return values. The
Java style would be var2 := callee(var1). This Java call style, is exactly the
style presented in [6], but we moved away from this approach, in favour of a more
seamless integration with Event-B.

4.1 Translation of the Call
The call, described above, is syntactic sugar for the following event, which can be
generated automatically by translation tools.
caller ,
ANY f p1! ret?
WHERE f p1 ∈ N ∧ ret ∈ N
∧ f p1 = var1 ∧ var2 = ret
END
In the generated caller event, we introduce input and output parameters that
correspond to the input output parameters of the callee. Note that we can automatically add parameter direction annotations, the callee’s input f p1? is matched
to an output in the caller, f p1!, and the return value ret? is similar. The guards
constraining the input, f p1 = var1, and output var2 = ret model the relationship between formal and actual parameters. The parameter’s typing guards are
matched to those of the callee.
We propose to make use of the composition semantics of [5], where the call is
modelled by a merge of (conjoined) guards and (parallel) actions. The whole caller
and callee update is atomic, we discuss this next.

4.2 The (Merged) Combined Event Representation
The complete behaviour of an event call can be described as a merge of the calleek
caller events. We call this two-way synchronisation, since it involves two events.
We propose to use shared-event composition to model the call, so, in practice it is
not necessary for the merge to actually take place; but the semantics of machine
composition using the shared-event style are equivalent to a merge. The merge
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provides a useful way for us to describe the result of a composition; a combined
event, callee k caller, embodies the atomic synchronisation in the merged event,
callee k caller ,
ANY f p1 ret
WHERE
f p1 ∈ N ∧ ret ∈ N
∧ f p1 = var1 ∧ var2 = ret
∧ ret ∈ 10 .. (20 + f p1)
THEN count := count + 1
END
In the combined event, we do not duplicate parameters and guards. Parameters
are matched by name, and the direction annotations can be removed, since the
event models both the caller and callee.

5 Function-style Interface Events for use in Expressions
In order to demonstrate how a call is used as a (nested) term, we extend our example. We introduce a new event callee2, and add a call in a new event newCallee.
The newCallee is similar to callee in the previous example. Indeed it could refine
the same interface, if we were not distinguishing between procedural- and functionstyle events. However, since we wish to use the call as a term, it is necessarily
a function-style event. It has a single return value, ret2, and no side effects; as
previously asserted in 4. We define callee2 as follows,
Functional Interface Event ret2! ← i callee2(f p1?) ,
WHERE f p2 ∈ N ∧ ret2 ∈ N END
We add a behavioural description, defining the return value ret2 in the guard
(highlighted),
callee2 ,
REFINES i callee2
ANY f p1? ret2!
WHERE f p2 ∈ N ∧ ret2 ∈ N ∧ ret2 = 2 ∗ f p1
END
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Now, to show the use of a call in an expression, we write ret ∈ 10 .. callee2(f p1),
see Fig. 3. To show its use (highlighted), we introduce newCallee, shown below,

newCallee ,
REFINES i callee
ANY f p1? ret!
WHERE f p1 ∈ N ∧ ret ∈ N ∧ ret ∈ 10 .. callee2(f p1)
END

During a call, actual parameters replace formal parameters, and we model this in
the guard. As previously mentioned, the interface event used in an expression is
a function with exactly one return parameter. In the expression, we substitute
callee2(f p1) with the return parameter ret2, to get . . . ∧ ret ∈ 10 .. ret2. This will
be observable in the final merge of Eq. 5.1 described later.
We are now at the point where we consider the call of the newCallee interface
event, itself. We write,

caller , BEGIN var2 := newCallee(var1) END

As in the previous examples this is syntactic sugar, and a translation will be
performed to generate the following Event-B,

caller ,
ANY f p1! ret?
WHERE f p1 ∈ N ∧ f p1 = var1 ∧ ret ∈ N ∧ var2 = ret
END

(4)

In the caller, the formal and actual parameter assignments are modelled by the
constraints in the guard, f p1 = var1 ∧ var2 = ret. As before, input and output
parameters are paired; with f p1! and ret? being added to caller, to complement
the corresponding parameters f p1? and ret! in newCallee.
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5.1 The (Merged) Combined Event Representation
As in the procedural-style example, when all the callers, and callees are composed,
we can represent this as a three-way merge with the following result,
caller k callee2 k newCallee ,
ANY f p1 ret ret2
WHERE
f p1 ∈ N
−−
∧ f p1 = var1
−−
∧ ret ∈ 10 .. ret2
−−
∧ ret2 ∈ N
−−
∧ ret2 = 2 ∗ f p1
−−
∧ var2 = ret
−−
END

In P arameter T ype
Actual parameter subst. on entry to caller
Subst. call f or return parameter
Out P arameter T ype
N ested return value
F inal assignment

Since, we identify communication across interface boundaries by parameter name,
and by using input-output direction annotations, we have discovered a new case, in
three-way synchronisation, that does not exist in two-way synchronisation. With
two-way synchronisation we simply match a pair of parameters “p?” and “p!”
and this defines a pair engaging in communication. By introducing three-way
synchronisation, as in the last example, we can see that the input parameter
f p1?, can be used to communicate its value across two component (interface)
boundaries, representing two calls. However, the value will always remain the
same, since input parameters cannot be assigned to. This avoids us having to
redefine the parameter on ‘entry’, and percolates down through successive calls,
as can be seen in Fig. 3. For multi-way synchronisations we can freely pass input
parameters across component boundaries by reusing the formal input parameter
name. This is not the case for returning output parameters, however, as can
be seen in Fig. 3. Returning parameters involve assignment, or substitution in
expressions. As the ‘calls’ return, we model the substitutions, and are required to
use the return parameters to record the changes.

6 A Comparison with the Modularisation Approach
We now compare our approach to the existing modularisation approach [12]. The
modularisation approach introduces a new interface module construct, which is
based on specifying pre- and post-conditions. We do not introduce a ‘separate’
specification, as such, preferring to extend iUML-B class-diagrams to include the
required detail. In our approach a syntactically-sugared version (a pretty-print
view) of the interface specification could be shown to the user if required. This
could indeed be presented as a pre- and post-condition specification, since these
9

Calls and Parameters

Commentary

input parameter(s)
caller ≙ THEN newCallee(var1, var2) END

fp1 = var1

newCallee(fp1?, ret!) ≙ WHEN ... ∧ ret ∈ 10 .. callee2(fp1) END
ret2! <- callee2(fp1?) ≙ WHEN ... ∧ ret2 = 2 * fp1 END

returning parameters
caller ≙ THEN newCallee(var1, var2) END
newCallee(fp1?, ret!) ≙ WHEN ... ∧ ret ∈ 10 .. callee2(fp1) END
ret2! <- callee2(fp1?) ≙ WHEN ... ∧ ret2 = 2 * fp1 END

ret = var2, and
ret ∈ 10 ... callee2(fp1), so
var2 ∈ 10 ... callee2(fp1), then
callee2(fp1) = ret2, so
var2 ∈ 10 ... ret2, then
ret2 = 2 * fp1, so
var2 ∈ 10 ... (2 * fp1)

Figure 3: Call Parameters as Guards
details can be derived from our specification. Our components can have update
actions, and actions are a form of post-condition; so we consider that they do
not require separate specification. We prefer the idea that interfaces (communication across component boundaries) should be kept separate from the behavioural
aspects (that is, behaviour of the component). In some sense, modularisation appears to blur the distinction between an interface and the component by having
post-conditions. Our approach is driven by the ’programming view’ of an interface,
one that describes the data flow across the component boundary; such as Ada [4]
or Java [9].
The pre-conditions, that are introduced in the modularisation approach, are
not explicitly defined in our approach. We take the view that pre-conditions should
refer only to input and output parameters (which we understand to be different
for modularisation) and we do not need a separate specification for them. This is
because parameters are typed in guards, and are associated with direction annotations. Therefore, we can reason about the suitability of input-output ranges, as
described in [8]. We can generate pre-style proof obligations, to show the feasibility of communication. We could also derive a pre-condition specification from
this information, by interpreting input parameter guards as pre-conditions. We
know that the corresponding output parameters would satisfy the pre-conditions.
Generally, for any guard G and pre-condition P ; when G = P , G =⇒ P is true.
Modularisation is based on shared-variable style decomposition [3]. In this approach the shared variables can be exposed by the interface, to allow modification
from outside the component. It could be argued that, in relation to the encapsulation techniques used in programming, this is a departure from the normal practice
of component encapsulation through its interface, since direct modification of variables is usually prohibited. Our approach, using shared-event composition, is much
more in keeping with the usual interpretation of encapsulation.
In the modularisation approach, the underlying Event-B model is different,
in that they model the three steps of assigning, actual parameters to formal parameters, evaluate the action, and assignment to the return parameter, in three
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separate events. This requires special ordering guards, and variables, to ensure
that no other event takes place while this sequence of events takes place. In our
approach, this is modelled in a merger of events, which represents a single atomic
step; no additional guards and variables are required. It is also the case that modularisation operations allow side effects. Now, we consider that this is acceptable
when the call is not nested in an expression; but it is much less clear that this
should be permitted when the calls are nested in expressions. This is usually advised against in programming circles, due to concerns about order of evaluation of
terms. Our initial stance is to prohibit side effects in the interface event calls that
are used in expressions, and acknowledge that it may warrant further investigation. It is, therefore, useful to distinguish between function-style interface events,
and procedure-style interface events, using an additional annotation.

7 Conclusion
The aim of the work described in this paper is to improve reuse of Event-B artefacts, as part of an effort to make Event-B more agile. In this paper we describe
an extension of Event-B components and interfaces, that we introduced in [8].
Previous work relies on diagrammatic representations to facilitate instantiation of
pre-existing components. Diagrams also describe machine and component inclusion, in a composition; and describes the communications between them. It is
based on an abstract description of the interaction between communicating components, and models operation calling, using interface events, at a relatively high
level of abstraction. Any machine with an interface, we can describe as an interface
machine.
The extension, presented here, describes how a more concrete specification of
communication can be provided. Using a programming-like notation, we introduce ‘callable’ interface events, a low-level description, facilitating the modelling
of operations. These are further categorized as procedure-style or function-style
interface events, where procedure-style interface events model operations that allow state updates (similar to Ada procedures). Function-style interface events
model side effect free operations, for use as terms nested in expressions. We also
introduce a new syntax for ‘calling’ the interface events.
Much of the approach is comparable to the callable operations of the modularisation approach [12]; although (as we have shown in Sect. 6) the mechanism
is quite different. In the modularisation approach, the underlying Event-B model
is different, in that they model the three steps of assigning, actual parameters to
formal parameters, evaluate the action, and assignment to the return parameter,
in three separate events. This requires special ordering guards, and variables, to
ensure that no other event takes place while this sequence of events takes place.
In our approach, this is modelled in a merger of events, which represents a single
atomic step; no additional guards and variables are required. It is also the case
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that modularisation operations allow side effects. Now, we consider that this is acceptable when the call is not nested in an expression; but it is much less clear that
this should be permitted when the calls are nested in expressions. This is usually
advised against in programming circles, due to concerns about order of evaluation of terms. Our initial stance is to prohibit side effects in calls that are used
in expressions, and acknowledge that it may be necessary to distinguish between
function-style interface events that are side effect free, and procedure-style interface events, which allow side effects. Procedure-style calls were also introduced by
Walden in [23], where they discuss a distributed load balancing algorithm, in the
B-Action systems paradigm.
We restrict pre-conditions to typing guards, this is not so for modularisation
(as far as we can tell). We consider that the analogue between interface event
calls, and its sequential programming equivalent, only extends so far. In Event-B
it is expected that all calls (and their nested calls) evaluate atomically. This may
be difficult to reason about at the implementation level; where the behavioural
aspects of components (blocking behaviour in particular) is developed in isolation,
and then composed. Due consideration should be given to handling false guards,
for instance. If updates are implemented sequentially, then roll-back would be
required in the event of a guard being false. It would be very easy to add a few
guards to some events, and then have a complex implementation arising from it.
We prefer to keep things simple initially, then through experimentation, we can
see if our approach is sufficient.
In future work we would like to provide tool support for our approach; and
then perform some experiments, evaluating the usability, and applicability for
solving various problems in a industrial setting. We are also interested in deriving
a behavioural description from a component specification, and combining it with
the interface specification, for the purposes of improving location, and retrieval, of
the most relevant components, from component libraries.
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